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PROTOCOL OF MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION FOR REVIEWERS
The review is one of the most important activities in the evaluation of manuscripts, this format is intended to be of
assistance to the reviewers in the arbitration process of the manuscripts sent to INGENIUS Journal.
Written comments are commonly the most helpful part of the review. Please, contribute with your comments in the fields
designated for the effect. The rating section is intended to help identify points for written comments, and also allow
comparisons between different reviewers. A good article should have a high rating, but is not necessarily perfect in all
aspects. For example, a concise and critical review article (state of the art) is a valuable publication, although it may
contain small intrinsic originality; An article presenting important new concepts could be valuable, even with limited
experimental work.
If you have any doubts about the review process, please contact the INGENIUS Journal at: revistaingenius@ups.edu.ec
Thank you for your kindness in contributing as a reviewer.
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